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A SAD LOSS FOR 
SINGAPORE SILAT FEDERATION
It is with great sadness and regret to inform that we have

lost a very valuable member of the Singapore Silat

Federation family, National Coach Mochammad Ichsan Nur

Romadhon.

Well-loved by everyone in the Silat community, Coach

Romadhon has contributed tremendously to the team’s

achievements.

Our sincerest condolences to his loved ones. We share in

this time of grief, but also share in all the love and

memories.



Being a mentor to our National Athletes, Coach Romadhon

has been guiding our athletes to perform at their very best.

With his efforts, we have managed to showcase the best

showing since the 2003 SEA Games. 

Coach Romadhon, working with the other National

Coaches, was one of the main pillars which gave our

athletes the confidence to perform at the best of their

abilities. 

A valuable member of the Silat community, his

contributions have helped Team Singapore achieve 4 gold,

3 silver and 4 bronze medals at the 31st SEA Games which

was held in Hanoi, Vietnam. 

PayNow to mobile number:

9797 7588 (Kamal)

Bank transfer to POSB

Account No.: 120633350

Singapore Silat Federation has

been collecting donations to

help Romadhon's family and

keen donors can make their

donations via PayNow or bank

transfer: 



TAHLIL FOR LATE NATIONAL COACH:
MOCHAMMAD ICHSAN NUR

ROMADHON
On the 30th of May 2022, a tahlil ceremony - the recitation of

prayers and supplications for the dearly departed - was held

in respect to our fallen coach, the late Mochammad Ichsan

Nur Romadhon. 

Held at the official training ground for Team SG Silat at the

OCBC Arena, athletes and coaches from the National Silat

team, parents and family members of athletes, staff

members, and the management committee of the Singapore

Silat Federation, were those who attended the tahlil

ceremony.

Donations are still open to those who are keen to donate to

help Romadhon's family via PayNow or bank transfer. 





31ST SEA GAMES:
HIGHLIGHTS

With the closure of the 31st SEA Games that was held from

the 12th to the 23rd of May 2022, our Pencak Silat team has

managed to make the nation proud with our best-ever

showing at the games with a total achievement of 4 gold, 3

silver, and 4 bronze medals. This is the best performance that

Pencak Silat has shown since the previous best in 2003 when

the team brought home 3 gold, 2 silver, and 10 bronze

medals. 

In addition to that, Team Singapore's first gold medal was

achieved by our very own Muhammad Iqbal for the Male

Tunggal category. This is the first gold medal for Iqbal after 6

SEA Games. Likewise, Nurul Suhaila also managed to clinch

her first gold medal after 3 SEA Games! 

This is also the first major international event since the

implementation of the Upgraded Pencak Silat Rules and

Regulations. 

Flip through the next few

pages to have a look at

what went on throughout

the games! 



TEAM COMPOSITION:
Match Male B (50 - 55kg) - Aniq 'Asri Bin Mohammad Yazid 

Match Male C (55 - 60kg) - Muhammad Hazim Bin Mohd

Yusli 

Match Male D (60 - 65kg) - Muhammad Riansyauqi Bin

Mistam 

Match Male F (70 - 75kg) - Abdul Raazaq Bin Abdul Rashid 

Match Male G (75 - 80kg) - Sheik Ferdous Bin Sheik

Alau'ddin 

Match Male H (80 - 85kg) - Muhammad Syakir Bin Jeffry 

Match Male J (90 - 95kg) - Sheik Farhan Bin Sheik

Alau'ddin 

Match Female E (65 - 70kg) - Nurul Suhaila Binte Mohd

Saiful 

Match Female F (70 - 75kg) - Siti Khadijah Binte Mohd

Shahrem 

Artistic Male Single - Muhammad Iqbal Bin Abdul Rahman 

Artistic Male Double - Muhammad Hazim Bin Mohd Zaque

& Muhammad Haziq Bin Mohd Zaque 

Artistic Male Team - Muhammad Iqbal Bin Abdul Rahman,

Muhammad Nazrul Bin Mohd Kamal & Muhammadinil

Mustafar Bin Mohd Isa 

Artistic Female Single - Siti Nazurah Binte Mohd Yusoff 

Artistic Female Double - Nur Azlyana Binte Ismail &

Sharifah Shazza Binte Samsuri 

Artistic Female Team - Iffah Batrisyia Binte Noh, Amirah

Binte Sahrin & Nur Ashikin Binte Zulkifli

1.

2.

3.

4.
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DAY 1: 7TH MAY 2022, SATURDAY
TEAM OFFICIALS' DEPARTURE DAY



DAY 2: 8TH MAY 2022, SUNDAY
TEAM DEPARTURE DAY





DAY 2: 8TH MAY 2022, SUNDAY
31ST SEA GAMES TECHNICAL MEETING &
BALLOTING



DAY 2: 8TH MAY 2022, SUNDAY
TEAM TRAINING



DAY 3: 9TH MAY 2022, MONDAY
TEAM TRAINING



DAY 4: 10TH MAY 2022, TUESDAY
ARTISTIC ELIMINATION ROUND & SEMI-FINALS



Special thanks to Mr. Edwin Tong,

Minister for Culture, Community &

Youth, for standing with our

athletes and cheering them on! 

Go Team Singapore!





DAY 5: 11TH MAY 2022, WEDNESDAY
ARTISTIC FINALS
Day 2 for Pencak Silat at the 31st SEA Games, and Finals Day

for our Seni athletes! 

Competing in the finals, we had our Male Tunggal,

Muhammad Iqbal Abdul Rahman, going up against

Thailand's Ilyas Sadara, and our Male Ganda team,

Muhammad Haziq Mohd Zaque & Muhammad Hazim Mohd
Zaque, going up against Malaysia's Muhamad Taqiyuddin

Hamid & Sazzlan Yuga!

Team Singapore's first Gold was

achieved by Muhammad Iqbal for the

Male Tunggal category! 



DAY 5: 11TH MAY 2022, WEDNESDAY
ARTISTIC - MEDAL CEREMONY



GOLD

MEDALIST

Muhammad Iqbal Bin Abdul Rahman

SILVER

MEDALISTS

Muhammad Haziq Bin Mohd Zaque,

Muhammad Hazim Bin Mohd Zaque

BRONZE

MEDALISTS

Nur Azlyana Binte Ismail, Sharifah

Shazza Binte Samsuri

Iffah Batrisyia Binte Noh, Nur Ashikin

Binte Zulkifli, Amirah Binte Sahrin



DAY 6: 12TH MAY 2022, THURSDAY
TEAM TRAINING



DAY 6: 12TH MAY 2022, THURSDAY
31ST SEA GAMES OPENING CEREMONY



DAY 7: 13TH MAY 2022, FRIDAY
ARTISTIC TEAM ARRIVAL



DAY 7: 13TH MAY 2022, FRIDAY
MATCH QUARTER FINAL ROUNDS - WEIGH IN



DAY 7: 13TH MAY 2022, FRIDAY
MATCH QUARTER FINAL ROUNDS



DAY 8: 14TH MAY 2022, SATURDAY
MATCH QUARTER FINAL & SEMI FINAL - WEIGH IN



DAY 8: 14TH MAY 2022, SATURDAY
MATCH QUARTER FINAL & SEMI FINAL ROUNDS



DAY 9: 15TH MAY 2022, SUNDAY
MATCH SEMI FINAL - WEIGH IN



DAY 9: 15TH MAY 2022, SUNDAY
MATCH SEMI FINAL ROUNDS



Thank you Mr. Tan Chuan-Jin, who is the current Speaker of

the Parliament of Singapore and the President of the

Singapore National Olympic Council (SNOC), and Mr. S

Sinnathurai, this year's chef de mission for this year's SEA

Games, for coming down to support our Silat athletes at the

31st SEA Games in Hanoi, Vietnam! 

Your presence has motivated our athletes greatly and with

your support the team has managed to give their best

showing at the games! 



DAY 10: 16TH MAY 2022, MONDAY
MATCH FINAL - WEIGH IN



DAY 10: 16TH MAY 2022, MONDAY
MATCH FINAL ROUNDS



DAY 10: 16TH MAY 2022, MONDAY
MATCH - MEDAL CEREMONY







GOLD

MEDALISTS

Muhammad Hazim Bin Mohd Yusli

Sheik Farhan Bin Sheik Alau'ddin

Nurul Suhaila Binte Mohd Saiful

SILVER

MEDALISTS

Abdul Raazaq Bin Abdul Rashid

Sheik Ferdous Bin Sheik Alau'ddin

BRONZE

MEDALISTS

Siti Khadijah Binte Mohd Shahrem

Muhammad Syakir Bin Jeffry



Thank you Mr. Eric Chua,

Parliamentary Secretary,

Ministry of Culture, Community

and Youth & Ministry of Social

and Family Development, for

your constant support for our

Pencak Silat athletes, as well as

presenting the medals to our

tanding athletes! 

Photos from Mr. Eric Chua's Facebook Page



DAY 11: 17TH MAY 2022, TUESDAY
MATCH TEAM ARRIVAL



GOLD:

1. ARTISTIC MALE SINGLE - Muhammad Iqbal Bin Abdul Rahman

2. MATCH FEMALE E (65-70KG) - Nurul Suhaila Binte Mohd Saiful

3. MATCH MALE C (55-60KG) - Muhammad Hazim Bin Mohd Yusli

4. MATCH MALE J (90-95KG) - Sheik Farhan Bin Sheik Alau’ddin

SILVER:

1. ARTISTIC MALE DOUBLE - Muhammad Haziq Bin Mohammad

Zaque & Muhammad Hazim Bin Mohammad Zaque

2 MATCH MALE F (70-75KG) - Abdul Raazaq Bin Abdul Rashid

3. MATCH MALE G (75-80KG) - Sheik Ferdous Bin Sheik Alau’ddin

BRONZE:

1. ARTISTIC FEMALE DOUBLE - Nur Azlyana Binte Ismail &

Sharifah Shazza Binte Samsuri

2. ARTISTIC FEMALE TEAM - Iffah Batrisyia Binte Noh, Amirah

Binte Sahrin & Nur Ashikin Binte Zulkifli

3. MATCH MALE H (80-85KG) - Muhammad Syakir Bin Jeffry

4. MATCH FEMALE F (70-75KG) - Siti Khadijah Binte Mohd

Shahrem

NON - MEDALISTS:

1. ARTISTIC FEMALE SINGLE - Siti Nazurah Binte Mohd Yusoff

2. ARTISTIC MALE TEAM - Muhammad Iqbal Bin Abdul Rahman,

Muhammad Nazrul Bin Mohd Kamal, Muhammadinil Mustafar

Bin Mohd Isa

3. MATCH MALE B (50-55KG) - Aniq ‘Asri Bin Mohammad Yazid

4. MATCH MALE D (60-65KG) - Muhammad Riansyauqi Bin

Mistam

MEDAL TALLY:



TECHNICAL BRIEFING FOR TEAM CONTINGENTS:
ATHLETES, COACHES AND TEAM MANAGERS

A technical briefing was held on the 9th of May 2022 for the

team contingents, which consists of the athletes, coaches,

and team managers. 

This was held to get everyone on par and the same page

with regards to the Upgraded Pencak Silat Rules and

Regulations, as this is one of the first major games since its

implementation. 

This has helped the contingents understand the

regulations and processes for the games. 



An International Technical Officials (ITO) refresher course was

held on the 8th, 9th, and 11th (after lunchtime) of May 2022

before the matches commenced for the 31st SEA Games. 

Over the course of three days, we covered theory on the rules,

practical on the new techniques, and match simulation. 

This is to ensure that the wasit jury is prepared for duty and

familiarizes themselves with the digital equipment like the 5-

second buzzer, the VAR Protest system, and the tablets to

enter the scores for the jury and the council.

A token of appreciation from Vietnam Pencak Silat, Ms. Tu Le

Na, was given to all the ITOs at the end of the refresher

course.

INTERNATIONAL TECHNICAL OFFICIALS (ITO)
REFRESHER COURSE







INTERNATIONAL TECHNICAL OFFICIALS (ITO): 
WASIT JURY PRACTICAL SESSION



INTERNATIONAL TECHNICAL OFFICIALS (ITO): 
WASIT JURY READY FOR DUTY



On each competition day, the ITOs will have to go through

briefing sessions three times a day: morning before the games,

lunchtime, and before going back to the hotel at the end of the

day.



INTERNATIONAL TECHNICAL OFFICIALS (ITO): 
COMPULSORY COVID TESTING



32ND SEA GAMES,
CAMBODIA 2023

The 32nd edition of the multi-sport event has been

confirmed to be held in Phnom Penh, Cambodia, from the

5th to the 16th of May 2023. 

This will be the first time that Cambodia will be hosting the

games, and 40 sports will be featured at the 2023 SEA

Games, which will be the highest number of sports to be

featured by a nation hosting the biennial Games for the first

time since 1977. 

See you all at the 32nd SEA Games! 



MEETING WITH MR. VATH CHAMROEUN,
SECRETARY GENERAL OF CAMBODIAN
NATIONAL OLYMPIC COUNCIL FOR THE 32ND
SEA GAMES IN CAMBODIA 2023



SINGAPORE HOSTING
THE 35TH SEA GAMES

Announced on the 12th of May 2022 in a joint media

statement, Singapore has been accepted to host the 2029

edition of the Southeast Asian Games (SEA Games), fourteen

years after the event was last held here in 2015. 

Stay tuned for more updates! 



RULES &
REGULATIONS

From the latest installment of the SEA Games which was held

in Hanoi in May, we have witnessed our athletes and officials

in action with the Upgraded Pencak Silat Rules and

Regulations on an international arena. 

Below are the some of the main components that has caused

some misunderstandings between the coaches and officials:

POINT SYSTEM

1 point for each punch, 

2 points for each kick, 

3 points for each takedown

With the changes in the scoring, the athletes focus on the

high-level techniques, where they can earn 3 points for each

takedown. 

This is a compiled score, and not by individual jury. The scores

are reflected when a minimum of 2 juries key in the scores

within 3 seconds of time buffer for human reaction time and

the entered points will take another 3 seconds lapse due to

the time buffer. 

For penalties and droppings, points will be keyed in by the

council (dewan) accordingly. 



PENALTIES
Light Violation: Athlete will be given a verbal warning -

no point deduction

1 Verbal Warning 

2 Verbal Warning 

Moderate Violation: Reprimand 1 - 1 point deduction,

Reprimand 2 - 2 points deduction

Serious Violation: Warning 1 - 5 points deduction,

Warning 2 - 10 points deduction, Warning 3 -

disqualification 

VIOLATIONS
Light 

A compilation of penalties that is not subjected to a

specific technique in the round, so now it is a

compilation regardless of the violation

Resets in a new round 

Moderate 
Similar to light violations, however with harsher

penalties where points will be deducted 

Serious 
Can lead to immediate disqualification 

WASIT DUTY
The changes to the wasit's duties in a match include the

fact that they can only "Ti" after the buzzer rings after a

takedown to stop the action. 



COUNCIL (DEWAN WASIT-JURY) DUTY
The council's duties include keying in penalties and drop
points. 

A 5-second buzzer is also a part of the dewan to account for

grappling and takedown techniques. Following that, a 2-

second will be counted as well to see if there are any

counteractions made by the opponent. 

Other duties include walking to cornermen to check on

protests, if any, and to make sure that the Protest

Commissioner (PC) acknowledges and understands the

protest that has just been made. 

JURY DUTY
The jury's duties during a match are to key in punch and

kick points executed by the athletes. They are also required

to give inputs for drop or penalty verifications.

ARTISTIC
With the Upgraded Pencak Silat Rules and Regulations, the

artistic categories compete in elimination rounds. There will

be 2 shared Bronzes for those who did not manage to go

through the semi- final rounds. 

Similar to the match categories, artistic athletes will have to

do the 8-step perguruan movements before competing. 



COMPETITION CHAIRMAN, OR KETUA
PERTANDINGAN (KP) DUTY
When wasit asks for a verification, they can choose between

a jury verification or the Video Assistant Referee (VAR)

cameras. After which, they will have to announce the issue.

Besides that, the introduction of the athletes to come into

the arena at the beginning of the game, and the winner

announcement at the end of the game will be done by the

KP. 

PROTEST COMMISSIONER (PC) DUTY

For coach protests, only 1 verdict card will be raised. 

For wasit or KP requests, 2 verdict cards will be raised. 

Whenever there is a protest, the Protest Commissioner will

have to review the VAR footages and come up with a

decision or a verdict. 

COACHES DUTY
For coaches, the upgraded rules state that they have to stay

seated in the coaching box during each match, and they are

not allowed to distract the fight by standing, talking, and/or

screaming. Only during each break that they will be able to

step out of their boxes to help their athletes stretch, etc. 

If they want to make a protest during the match, they will

have to stand up and raise their protest card on their right

hand. Protests will have to be done clearly in English, or they

can have a translator on standby. 



Before:

In Position: 

Wasit - Coach - Athlete - Athlete - Coach - Wasit

After: 

Individual with pasang

Face-off: Athletes face each other with no action 

Face-off: Athletes face each other with action 

Athletes to be beside each other with pasang 

their vests are worn properly, 

their finger & toenails are not long and sharp,

all their piercings have been taken off, 

there are no hairpins or brooches attached, 

and that they are wearing the compulsory protective

equipment - groin guard for both males and females.

For competing athletes, the weigh-in sessions will be done on

the morning of the competition in their respective hotels where

they will have to report in their full Silat attires. 

Before stepping onto the weighing scale, they have to decide

whether they want to strip or weigh with their attire. If they

decide to weigh in with their attire, they will not be able to step

off the scale and re-weigh without clothes. This will lead to

disqualification.

Photos to be taken: 

Before entering the arena, the athletes will have to go through a

pat-down, where the pat-down officer will check that: 

ATHLETES



WEEKLY CONTACT
SESSIONS WITH SSP

Updates on the student-athletes' academic performance,

Planning of their 4-year projection in future competitions,

Sharing of their training programme and progress, 

FY2023 intake for Primary 6 students and/or mid-streamers',

and 

School programmes involving the student-athletes. 

To keep ourselves in the loop, our Technical team has been

attending weekly contact sessions with the Senior General

Manager (Individual Programme) from the Singapore Sports

School, Mr. Ng Kok Wei.

Some of these updates include: 

Keep a look out on our future issues

for further updates on the Student-

Athletes! 



VISIT BY
REPRESENTATIVE FROM

MONGOLIA
A visit was made by a representative from Mongolia, Mr.

Mungerel Badruugan, to our training hall at OCBC Arena. 

Thank you for coming down to visit us, we really appreciate your

presence and are thankful for the efforts that you are putting in

to spread Pencak Silat in Mongolia and on to the world. 

Let's work together to put Pencak Silat into the Olympics! 



COMBAT COLLECTION
WITH SILAT

With production that began in July 2021, Silat episodes for the

Combat Collection are finally up on the ActiveSG Circle Watch! 

To watch, simply scan the QR code below, sign up for the Circle

membership (free!) and enjoy! 

The episodic breakdown of the 12 episodes can be found on the

next page. 

watch now!watch now!watch now!



 Learn Sport Silat (Part I) - Dr Sheik Alau'ddin, Silat legend

and pioneer, takes us on a journey into the rich history of

Silat in Singapore and helps us uncover key differences in

competitive Silat.

 Learn Sport Silat (Part II) - Learn signature moves from

Singapore's very own Silat World Champions and pick up

some self-defense techniques. Struggle, achievement and

persistence – these make the journey for the nation's top

Silat exponents.

 Learn to Punch in Silat - Learn proper techniques of a

'Punch' in Silat. Discover the differences between old and

new rules. Get some tips on how you can use this

technique in various situations.

 Learn to Kick in Silat - The Front Kick is one of the most

crucial leg techniques in Silat. Learn how you can use these

techniques in various situations in addition to evasive

applications.

 Learn Dropping in Silat - Learn proper techniques of

'Dropping' in Silat. Learn how you can use these techniques

in various situations and tips to improve your dropping

technique.

 Strength & Conditioning Masterclass - Is Strength &

Conditioning (S&C) important for Silat athletes? Discover

the importance of S&C and how you can do it in a safe and

effective manner, to improve your performance.

 Nutrition Masterclass - Getting the right nutrition helps us

reap high quality gains, both physically and mentally. Let’s

look at some ways to use food to fuel our body for

performance.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.



8. Kicking Masterclass - Kicks are important techniques that

can be used swiftly to gain an edge over your opponents.

Improve your kick techniques with tips from Singapore's top

Silat exponents.

9. Dropping Masterclass - The Dropping technique is a

popular skill which rewards high points as well as demoralizes

your opponent. Improve your 'Dropping' technique with tips

from Singapore's top Silat exponents.

10. Get Fit with Silat Moves #1 - Join us for a quick and

effective 30-minute workout, inspired by Silat moves, that's

sure to get your heart pumping and racing.

11. Get Fit with Silat Moves #2 - Join us for a quick and

effective 30-minute workout, inspired by Silat moves, that's

sure to get your heart pumping and racing.

12. Sacrifice, Struggle, Success - Sacrifice, Struggle, Success,

Silat. These four words have one thing in common: Family

and Support. Find out how Singapore's Silat fraternity has

evolved throughout its various generations and how Silat

legend Dr Sheik Alau'ddin persevered through challenging

times.

watch now!watch now!watch now!



SELAMAT HARI
RAYA!

This year, Hari Raya was celebrated as normal as it was
before COVID-19 with no restrictions for visiting our loved
ones! Our athletes made the most out of the little time they
had with their families before going back into training for
the 31st SEA Games. 

We hope everyone had a fun-filled Raya this year. Once
again, Selamat Hari Raya, Maaf Zahir dan Batin! 





KUS NATIONAL
KUMITE COMPETITION

2022
The Karate-do Union of Singapore (KUS) hosted the National
Kumite Competition 2022 on the 29th of May 2022 at the
Pasir Ris Sports Hall. This was also the first major event after
the easing of COVID-19 measures.  

For the opening ceremony, Dr. Sheik Alau'ddin Yacoob
Marican, PBM was invited as a VIP Guest to grace the event,
alongside Mr. Eric Chua - Minister of Parliament for Tanjong
Pagar GRC, Parliamentary Secretary for Ministry of Culture,
Community and Youth as the Guest of Honor. 







VISIT BY MINSTER FOR MCCY: 
MR EDWIN TONG

A visit was made by the Minister for Culture, Community and

Youth, Second Minister for Law, and the Deputy Chairman of

People's Association (PA), Mr. Edwin Tong, to our official

training grounds at the OCBC Arena on the 4th of May 2022. 

Accompanied by our national coaches, Mr. Edwin Tong

managed to catch up with our national athletes who will be

representing the nation for the SEA Games in Hanoi, Vietnam. 





THE PEOPLE BEHIND
SG SILAT

I am Nur Umairah Binte Abdul Rahman, 31 years old this year,
and I am a National Coach and the High Performance
Executive for Singapore Silat Federation (SSF). 

I am a fun, friendly, enthusiastic and easy-going person, I like
to meet new people, outdoor activities such as cycling and I
really love to be by the beach! 

Happily married and blessed with 3 lovely children, I am also
the elder child in the family with a very talented younger
brother. 

With strong motivation from my parents and
the interest that built up in me from sending
my younger brother every weekend to his
Silat classes with Perguruan Silat Seni Grasio,
I started off as an athlete back in 2001 and
then joined the National team in 2002. 

As time goes by, I was not only involved
as an athlete, but also as a Centre Helper

where I assisted my parents at their
training centres, which was mostly at 

Woodlands Zone 2 RC &
Masjid An-Nadhah.  



After that, I moved on to become a Silat coach, and then a
National Class II Wasit-Jury. Today, I am a full-time staff with
Singapore Silat Federation. 

Being a National Coach and the High Performance
Executive for SSF, each of those roles has their own set of
challenges and responsibilities in ensuring that all of our
National Athletes keep up with their training programmes,
recover well, master the techniques of the upgraded rules
and regulations, and of course, taking care of their well-
being. 

What I enjoy most about what I do in the federation is the
fact that I have great colleagues and understanding bosses
around me! 



A lot of the memories that I have in this federation are of
happy ones, and it is because of the colleagues who are
around me turning into one big family; we laugh, eat, play
and work hard together! 

I am motivated by the fact that when I leave the office at the
end of the day, I know that I have helped make a difference
in the athletes' and colleagues' day. 

Seeing the smiles and watching the athletes improve from
each competition to another makes me look forward to do a
great job and the reason why I am pursuing in this position. 



If there was one thing that I
could say to my past self, I
would tell myself to not give
up. To train hard, because
victory is waiting. 

I pushed aside so many
opportunities back then so if
I were to be given a chance
to go back in time, I will not
think twice and grab every
opportunity that comes up
to me. 

With the hopes and dreams that I see in every athlete, and
the strong determination that the coaches and support staff
in the federation has shown, and of course with the great
heights that SSF has achieved thus far, I believe the
Olympics is where Pencak Silat should be. 

Let's work together to get Silat into the Olympics! 



RECRUITMENT:
SILAT ALUMNI





Singapore Silat Federation will be in partnership with El-
Malja in offering the services on Qurban and Aqiqah for year
of 2022. 

For those who have trusted and chose us to carry out the
task in arranging for your Qurban/Aqiqah act (ibadah) for
the past two years, we truly appreciate and are grateful for
your support! We are looking forward to accommodating
your orders for your Qurban/Aqiqah once again this year. 

Additionally, this is also part of another fundraising initiative
for Singapore Silat Federation in aiding for our National
Athletes' future programmes and our youth development. 

Orders can be done through the QR code below, and orders
close on the 2nd of July 2022, Saturday. 

FUNDRAISING: QURBAN &
AQIQAH 2022





EQUIPMENT FOR
SALE











One Sgsilat 
Padding

$80



For enquiries on how to purchase the training equipment,
you can send an email to fidzah@persisi.org. 



VISIT BY PARLIAMENTARY
SECRETARY, MCCY: 

MR ERIC CHUA
A visit was made by the Parliamentary Secretary, Ministry of

Culture, Community and Youth & Ministry of Social and

Family Development, Mr. Eric Chua, to our official training

grounds at the OCBC Arena on the 6th of May 2022. 

Mr. Eric Chua is not foreign to our training hall, however this

time, he managed to don the full Silat attire to try out our

sport! 

Guided by our athletes and coaches, Mr. Eric Chua threw

some strong kicks and punches during the training session,

as well as some artistic Silat moves with our champions! 



Photo credits to Sia Kian Teck



Photo credits to Jupong





COLLABORATION: 
SINGAPORE SILAT FEDERATION & 

N CLAN PTE LTD
A collaboration between Singapore Silat Federation and N

Clan Pte Ltd, which is owned by Mr. Hamzah. 

Mr. Hamzah was inspired by Dr Sheik Alau'ddin, and started

NC Klub,  a newly incorporated gym here in Singapore. 

A ceremonial Handing Over Ceremony was held at the

official Pencak Silat training grounds, at the OCBC Arena, to

handover the training gear for the National Silat Athletes.



SILAT BOSS
APPRECIATION NIGHT
As an appreciation ceremony for the 31st SEA Games team,

Boss Production organized a Silat Boss Appreciation Night for

our athletes and team officials on the 27th of May 2022 at

Kampung Siglap. 

Boss Production presented CEO Dr Sheik Alau'ddin Yacoob

Marican, PBM with a cash token of S$5,000 for the success

that the team has brought back from the 31st SEA Games.

The casual Friday night hang ended on a good note with

guest performances by Shukor Jalil, Maiya Rahman, Andri

Darwisy, and hosted by Emcee Rakeen Rashid.









T COA BM
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N Z B E R O

 
T L A S I

GAME ON!

H A V E  A  G O  A N D  T A G  U S  O N  @ S G S I L A T  
W I T H  Y O U R  A N S W E R S !

 
S T A N D  A  C H A N C E  T O  W I N  O U R  L I M I T E D  E D I T I O N  S G  S I L A T

M E R C H A N D I S E  W H E N  Y O U  S U B M I T  Y O U R  A N S W E R S ! !  
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SUBMISSIONS FROM APRIL 2022'S
ISSUE OF SILAT UNCUT

NURUL
YULIANA
Singapore
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Singapore



20TH ANNIVERSARY OF KILAT
SENJATA LIGHTNING ARNIS S'PORE

On the 31st of May 2022, Dr. Sheik Alau'ddin Yacoob Marican,

PBM was invited by Mark Roche, the Chief Instructor of Kilat

Senjata - Lightning Arnis Singapore to celebrate the

organization's 20th anniversary at the TCC Hall in Tanglin

Community Club. 

With dinner refreshments, the event was held to recognize

the original pioneer students who joined back in 2002 and in

conjunction with the promotion ceremony for their 7th

batch of Black Belts. 





FEATURES

3 May 2022, Berita Harian, Demi Sukan SEA, pesilat tidak ikut keluarga
Raya di Melaka, Pg 14



3 May 2022, Berita Harian, Pesilat muda bersemangat harungi
cabaran sukan SEA, Pg 25



8 May 2022, Berita Harian, Pesilat siap juang demi negara, Pg 19



10 May 2022, Berita Mediacorp, Sukan SEA: Pesilat S'pura Muhammad
Iqbal raih markah tertinggi, yakin dapat ke peringkat akhir



10 May 2022, Berita Mediacorp, Sukan SEA: Pesilat seni S'pura
sumbang 2 gangsa; dalam landasan sumbang 2 emas buat negara



11 May 2022, Channel News Asia, Silat exponent Iqbal wins Singapore's
first gold at 31st SEA Games



12 May 2022, Lianhe Zaobao, ⻢来武术名将伊克巴尔第六次出战 为我国摘下
东运⾸⾦



12 May 2022, Tamil Murasu, ச��க����� �த� த�க�



18 May 2022, Berita Harian, Srikandi silat SG Suhaila bukan lagi 'ratu
gangsa'



18 May 2022, Berita Harian, Taruhan pesilat hasilkan persembahan
terbaik



24 May 2022, Berita Mediacorp, Pesilat negara Suhaila, Iqbal bangga
raih pingat emas - kini buat persiapan untuk Kejohanan Silat Dunia



29 May 2022, The Straits Times, Silat: SEA Games coach Romadhon,
34, dies after road accident in Bali



1 June 2022, Berita Harian, Sheik ke Indonesia Sabtu untuk hulur
derma dikumpul kepada balu Allahyarham



Singapore Silat Federation (SSF) is in collaboration with

Marsiling Anytime Fitness (AF), with our CEO and a few of our

National Athletes as ambassadors!

For anyone who signs up under SSF, the joining fee will be

donated to SSF under the name of Marsiling AF. Members will

also be able to utilize any Anytime Fitness gyms islandwide

and worldwide! 

Stay tuned for more updates on the collaboration on our

future Silat Uncut issues and social media platforms! 

COLLABORATION: SINGAPORE
SILAT FEDERATION X ANYTIME

FITNESS



4TH UNESCO-LISTED MARTIAL ARTS
PROMOTION COMMITTEE MEETING &

FESTIVAL: SHIRAZ, IRAN
The 4th UNESCO-Listed Martial Arts Promotion Committee

Meeting & Festival was held in Shiraz, Iran. Organized by the

International Zurkhaneh Sports and Koshti Pahlavani

Federation (IZSF), all members of the committee was invited

to this meeting for four days and three nights from the 18th to

the 21st of May 2022. 

This year's agenda at the meeting was to discuss a way of

linking the committee's activities to UNESCO or UNESCO's

priority Traditional Sports and Games activities. The event

schedule also includes a tour of the city of Shiraz along with

the meeting. 







FACE OF THE MONTH:
MUHAMMAD NURSHAHFAREEQ

SHARUDIN
I am Muhammad Nurshahfareeq, a National Silat Athlete and I

am also currently studying. Besides Silat, I also like to play

video games, go trekking and recently, I picked up the guitar. 

My journey with Silat started when my parents would bring

me along for both my siblings' training. When I was 4, they

eventually signed me up as well, and that was with Perguruan

Silat Seni Grasio.

Naturally as a kid, I felt excited, happy and enjoyed each

training session because I really had so much fun. 

For me, what drives me to do Silat till

this day is the passion that I have for

it. At the same time, it also helps me

to keep physically and mentally fit. 

This also helps me to

look forward to each

training session

because of the

knowledge, skills and

techniques that I get

to learn from my

coaches.



All in all, my main motivation to continue in this sport is the

challenge of the competitions that I go through. 

Having to be able to reach new personal levels, improve on

my skills, the exploration of my own potential and eventually

becoming a World Champion and a SEA Games Gold

medalist, which will make my family, my country and the

Singapore Silat Federation proud. 

I like being a part of the National team because the training,

bonding and the opportunity helps me to grow and excel in

Silat. 

With that, some of my best achievements include winning

the gold medal at the 7th Singapore Open Pencak Silat

Championship and the Bali International Championship,

both in 2019. 



For me, the best part about competing is the fact that I am

able to put all that I have learned during the training sessions

into the arena, and standing 1st on the podium. 

In preparation for every competition that I go through, I

always prepare my mind and body to trust in my skills. I also

make it a point to focus on execution or the process, and not

the results. 

Getting myself to stay in the moment and not think too far

ahead is also something that is important for me. 

Now that the competitions are picking up, I want to be able

to win more gold medals and especially in the major

competitions.

With my powerful punches and kicks, I believe that my own

ability, skills and experience will help me achieve that goal.



In terms of the support that I get, my parents are the pillars

of my strength. They are the ones who never fail to give me

their fullest support.

Endless encouragement and motivation are always received

from them and without fail, they will always watch me

compete and after that we will sit together to review my

fights. 

I feel so lucky to have such supportive family members.



One quote that I always live by is to "follow your way and

never give up." Whenever I want to attempt an execution, I

will follow my instinct but if it does not work on me, I tell

myself that I should not give up and continue to try again. 

Through my years in Silat thus far, if there was one thing that

I can say to the younger athletes, is to never lose interest on

whatever you are doing. Do not be discouraged if you do not

achieve what you aim for.

Keep trying and do not give

up. It does not matter if you

keep on falling again and

again, what matters is

whether you will get back up. 

I believe that if one trains hard

and smart, the day that he or

she tastes the sweetness of

success will eventually come. 

Same goes for me, I want to

achieve the gold medal in the

World Championship and SEA

Games for now, and when

Silat goes to the Olympics,

then it will be a gold medal for

that too. 



MEETING WITH
SWEVEN COMPANY

On the 27th of May 2022, Singapore Silat Federation sat down

with Sweven Company, with Qiren Organisation, to talk about

the a possible collaboration that is coming our way. 

Benefiting everyone, not only in the Silat community, we are

looking forward to announce on the collaboration very soon! 

Keep a look out for more updates on future Silat Uncut issues

and social media updates! 





SportsCollective, co-founded by Singapore Silat Federation's

CEO, Dr Sheik Alau'ddin, alongside Alfred Lye, is a platform

that will allow fans of local sports to hold Non-fungible Tokens

(NFTs) curated by their favourite sports athletes. This will be

launched in mid-February. 

With the objectives of generating income and improving the

interactions between the athletes and fans, the NFTs will be

made available in forms such as super-fan badges, iconic

sports moments, portraits of the athletes, and many more.

SPORTSCOLLECTIVE

Some of the athletes who have

joined SportsCollective include our

very own World Champions; Sheik

Farhan, Sheik Ferdous and Nurul

Suhaila. 

Find out more about

SportsCollective by scanning the QR

code! 



FOR MORE READING ON NFTS: 



#OUTOFARENA

#OUTOFARENA is an effort to
promote the sport and the
people involved in the Silat
community in Singapore via
video content on our YouTube
channel, as well as our Social
Media platforms. 

Keep your eyes peeled for more
fun and exciting content on our
YouTube channel and our TikTok
as well! 

Singapore Silat
Federation

sgsilat



SPORTS SCIENCE &
SILAT

COMPETITION NUTRITION TIMELINE
BY CHERYL TEO, SPORTS DIETITIAN AT SPORT
SINGAPORE

In light of the major competitions that are

coming for our national Silat athletes, a

Competition Nutrition Timeline has been

prepared for them to follow in order to

prepare and recover properly pre to post

competition! 



Fake it till you make it

Conditional 

Unconditional

I am training and/or practicing appropriately and

diligently 

I am eating well 

I am sleeping well

I am clear of my goals and objectives

I see the upcoming competition a positive challenge 

I am getting used to the atmosphere surrounding the

event

I am remaining in an excited yet relaxed state of mind

and body

Locus of Control
Understand what are within your control and what are not. 

Performance Equation
Performance = Potential - Distractions 

Confidence

Affirmation Statements
WEEKS BEFORE THE COMPETITION

ARRIVING AT THE COMPETITION VENUE

MENTAL TIPS
BY ANTONY LOU & GOH KANG WEI, MENTAL
COACHES



I feel highly confident, energized, and ready to compete 

I am IN CONTROL 

I am using my positive self-talk 

I am ready to take on the challenge 

I am giving all my best

Use cue words eg. Breathe in, Breathe out, Relax,

Centering, Focus, Speed & Power, Kime!, Reset, etc. 

If DISTRACTION creeps in, apply "Thought Stopping"

Use the mental tools to refocus and re-engage etc. 

I am confident 

I am enjoying the challenge 

Focus on techniques & strategies (Think of the Process)

Cognitive Reframing (embrace & embody the situation(s)

as challenge)

DURING THE COMPETITION 

Goal Setting 
A very good reason to ask: WHY I EMBARK ON THIS

PATHWAY? You have a dream that you chose and want to

achieve. 

Now is THE time. I am honored and glad for being given this

opportunity to prove to myself that I belong to the ELITE. 

Roles and Responsibilities
These pointers serve as guidelines that may be applied at

different stages (pre, during and post) fights/performances. 



Do your visualization (If possible, consider including the

potential "What If(s)" and how you will overcome it, but

focus more on the right one that you should be doing)    

Engaging with more empowering thoughts (cue words &

affirmation statements)

Mitigate distraction (Give NO "airtime" to negative

thoughts. Focus on controllable)

Diet (high carbs for dinner the night before and

breakfast on the day itself)

Personal hygiene (Avoid sharing of food and drinks

especially)

Pack your things the night before the competition

Meditate / Progressive muscle relaxation (if one is ok

with this), more of giving yourself personal space to relax

Ideal Performance State (anxiety level, negative thoughts

creeping in, knowing your IPS, and knowing what to do

to psych up or down in regulating your IPS)

Stay in the bubble (stay relaxed, listen to music, etc)

Stick to your daily usual routine as well as warm up

routine 

When it is time to rest, please rest 

MY RESULT IS THE FRUIT OF MY HARDWORK AND
DEDICATION AND NOT REASONS! 



NATIONAL
SYLLABUS

The National Syllabus is created to form a standard syllabus

for those who are interested to learn Silat, and are not

involved in any of the Silat clubs available. 

This is also set for interested coaches and referees who have

no prior Silat background to learn the basics of Pencak Silat. 

With the National Syllabus, this can assist any interested

members of public who are interested in the upcoming

Referee-Jury and Coaching courses conducted by Singapore

Silat Federation. 

As the National Syllabus (Level 1) will be a pre-requisite for

the two courses mentioned, this can give a heads up to

participants on Pencak Silat and the New Rules. 



LEVELS IN NATIONAL SYLLABUS

Combination of basic techniques

Stances and footwork

Fighting style

Memorization of artistic movements

Code of Ethics of a Pencak Silat athlete

Others

Full completion for the National Grading & Syllabus will

approximately to be completed between 8 to 10 years. 

Upon completion of each level, students will earn a badge where

it will be placed on the edge of the sash. Students are required to

put on the current badge they have attained for instructors to

identify their level easily during training.

Badges will be given upon completion of each level.

Components that will be graded is inclusive of:



UPCOMING
COURSES

NEW DATES ADDED!

WASIT-JURI COURSE 
With the current rules and regulations, our new wasit juri course

will cover every aspect of the article including the setting up and

running of competition, theory sessions on all the rules, physical

fitness test, practical session on becoming a wasit, learning and

trying out the technical skills for both match and artistic,

understanding the digital scoring system as a juri, and

understanding the process of the protest system.

Participants will go through a hands on session for the digital

scoring system and protest system.

To complete the session, all participants

must go through the attachment during the

44th National Pencak Silat Championship

2022. Therefore, you cannot compete or be a

team official for the event.

The course fee will be $500, inclusive of one

set of WJ Uniform. You are eligible to claim

SkillsFuture Credit for this course.

WJ Course Dates: 18, 19, 25, 26 June & 13, 14, 20, 21 August 2022

Attachment Period: 25 to 27 August 2022



SG COACH INTEGRATED LEVEL-ONE
COURSE

Singapore Silat Federation has recently organized the SG-Coach

Pencak Silat Integrated Level 1 Course that was held on 4, 5, 6, 11, 12

& 13 April 2022 at Heartbeat@Bedok. 

Additional dates for e-learning from 2 August - 13 September 2022,

and in-person lessons on the 3, 4, 5, 10, 11 & 12 October 2022.

The SG-Coach Integrated Pencak Silat Level 1 Course aims to meet

the demands of individuals who aspire to coach the sport of silat,

equipping the coach with fundamental but vital skills in coaching

the sport of silat effectively.



Effectively coach the sport of Pencak Silat,

Understand the key features of the sport of Silat and it’s

affiliates,

Understand the principles of coaching in the context of Silat,

Design effective silat training programmes,

Apply basic sports science knowledge in achieving peak

performance in Silat athletes

Assist Silat athletes to enhance and develop their skills

At the end of the course, participants will be able to:

Participants are required to complete all pre-required modules via

Sports-SG Ed before the start of the course.

The total course fee for SG-Coach Pencak Silat Integrated Level 1

Course is $680.00. Participants can submit their course claim via

MySkillsFuture.

Should you have any further enquiries, please do not hesitate to

contact Mdm Nurul Fiona, Assistant Technical Director at

fiona@persisi.org and/or +65 94249840.





NATIONAL
RECRUITMENT

2022
Join us and be the next Silat World Champion!
If you're interested in joining the National Team for Pencak Silat,
send in your registrations now! 

A Silat background would be ideal, but we are also open to those
who don't. 

For more information, you can contact us at 6282 2316, or send in
an email to us at ssf@persisi.org. 





NATIONAL
RECRUITMENT OPEN

HOUSE 2022
Singapore Silat Federation will be hosting a National
Recruitment Open House this June in conjunction with the
June school holidays. 

The program for the open house will consist of training trials
by our national coaches and sharing from our recent SEA
Games 2022 Gold Medalist national athletes such as Sheik
Farhan and Nurul Suhaila. 

The open house will take place on the 10th & 11th of June
2022. Registration can be done online via the QR code in the
poster below. See you there! 





UPCOMING
EVENTS

4 Jun: VIP National Recruitment Open House
10 - 11 Jun: National Recruitment Open House
13 - 17 Jun: Local Training Camp for 19th WPSC
11, 12, 18, 19 Jun: 6th WJPSC Selection 

13 - 20 Jul: Overseas Training Camp for 19th
WPSC (Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia)
21 - 31 Jul: 19th World Pencak Silat
Championship (Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia) 
21 - 31 Jul: 1st World Freestyle Artistic Pencak
Silat Championship (Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia)

2 Aug:  Coaching Level 1: Start of E-Learning 
13, 14, 20, 21 Aug: National WJ Upgrading Course 
16 - 22 Aug: Indonesia Open Pencak Silat
Championship (Solo, Indonesia)
25 - 27 Aug: National WJ Upgrading Course -
Attachment Period
25, 26, 27 Aug: 44th National Pencak Silat
Championship (Singapore)

7 - 12 Sep: 1st Arena of Pendekar - International
Team Event (Singapore)
17, 18 Sep: 2nd WBPSC Selection 
23, 24, 25 Sep: 19th National Tertiary Silat
Championship (Singapore)



22, 23, 29, 30 Oct: National Beach Silat
Championships (Singapore)

14 - 21 Nov: 6th WJPSC Local Training Camp 
22 - 28 Nov: 6th World Junior Pencak Silat
Championship (Singapore)
22 - 28 Nov: 6th Asian Pencak Silat
Championship (Singapore)

29 Nov - 5 Dec: 2nd WBPSC Overseas Training
Camp (Cebu, Philippines)
6 - 12 Dec: 2nd World Beach Pencak Silat
Championship (Cebu, Philippines)



Singapore Silat Federation welcomes any new Silat Club to
join us as our affiliate, be it as an Ordinary or Associate
Member!

You will be able to get first-hand information with regards
to Pencak Silat activities and programmes happening locally
and internationally. Most importantly, get your Silat Club
recognized and certified by us, the main governing body for
the sport in Singapore.

Currently, we have twenty (20) Ordinary Members, and
seven (7) Associate Members registered with us.

And a total of forty-eight (48) Silat Clubs, also known as
Perguruan, registered and certified with Singapore Silat
Federation.

RUNNING A SILAT
CLUB?

To join us, simply write in to register
your interest via email to
ssf@persisi.org and attention it to
our President with Affiliation with
Singapore Silat Federation as your
subject. 

We look forward to welcoming you
on board!



FOLLOW US ON

@SGSILAT
SINGAPORE SILAT

FEDERATION

TALK TO US
(65) 6282 2316 / 17 / 19

ssf@persisi.org || www.persisi.org

WE ARE LOCATED AT.. 
11 Bedok North Street 1, Heartbeat@Bedok, #04-02,
Singapore 469662
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